
B grade digital 

1. Hygrocybe sp. 

2. Otago Autumn 

3. River Flow 

4. Rickenella fibula - Orange Moss Agaric 

5. Tiny Sand Crab 

6. Wild Rabbits Mum and Dad 

 

Hygrocybe sp. 

This beautiful clump of Fungi are well focused, showing me where they are growing amongst moss.  

My only suggestion for improvement would be to crop 3cms off the left hand side. Well Done, a 

Good Effort Merit           Deb Corbett 

 

Otago Autumn 

This was a good idea to enter an autumn image into this category. However I would like to see less 

shadow with more concentration of the golden poplars. Your subject is autumn so that should be the 

main focus in the frame. As it is there is less than a quarter of autumn trees in the image. NA 

 

River Flow 

This is well executed, showing me in detail the water flowing.  The rocks are well focused showing 

detail. The golden colour of the rocks underneath on the left give this an added interest. For 

improvement I would like to have seen a little more of the water from the top right. Good effort 

Merit            Helen Atkinson 

 

Rickenella fibula 

Well done spotting this fungi, its colour is bright and showy. What lets this image down is most of the 

photo has no interest in it. For a nature image your subject should fill most of the frame to give it 

impact. I suggest you crop around the fungi  which makes the image a vertical one. Keep looking and 

practice to fill the frame with your subject. Also this is a Hygrocybe species not a Rickenella species. 

NA 

Tiny Sand Crab 

This is well focused and well seen. Seeing the detail markings on its legs and face is brilliant 

especially as it is on the sand with similar colours. It is well placed in the frame. A good effort. 

Honours            Jane Pordon 

Wild Rabbits Mum and Dad 

Wow, Capturing 2 rabbits together in the grass is not easy to do. The muted out of focus background 

is excellent. It is good that you have captured their eyes well which gives you a focal point of interest. 

I love seeing the detail of their fur, whiskers and ears. You could crop about 3cms off the top to give it 

an improved balance. A good effort with a difficult subject. Well Done Honours   Jane Pordon 


